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Mona Barrie

(ca. 1906-1964) Variety entertainer, actor.
The daughter of comedian Phil Smith and variety performer Jessie Barlee, Mona
Barlee was born in London but raised in Australia from 1913. She likely made
her professional debut in the chorus of J.C. Williamson's Merry Widow (1922)
and after touring with the Lionel Walsh Comic Opera Co (1924-25) returned to
the Firm for the remainder of the decade. Although her Australian stage career
mostly comprised musical comedy, Barlee did appear briefly in several revues,
including Tivoli productions (1930-31), and made her feature film debut in
George Wallace's His Royal Highness (1932). She moved to America in 1933 and
went on to appear in more than 50 films (as Mona Barrie).
•

Barlee's sister, Rene Barlee, was also a well-known variety artist in
Australia during the 1920s.

•

The Wikipedia entry for Mona Barrie gives her birth details as 18 December 1909 and further records: "She made
her professional debut as a ballet dancer in Sydney at the age of sixteen." Barlee's first known professional stage
appearance, however, was in the chorus of J.C. Williamson's 1922 revival of The Merry Widow. If her year of
birth was indeed 1909 this would have made her 13 (or thereabouts) when she appeared in the production.
Although not impossible (given her father's connections), this would have been unlikely. A photograph of Barlee
and other members of the Merry Widow chorus in Table Talk invites speculation that she was at least several years
older (see below). If she was aged sixteen in 1922 this would suggest her year of birth as 1906.
A number of other secondary sources similarly record the 1909 year of birth (including the Internet Movie
Database). None provide details of where the information has been sourced, and hence their veracity is
questionable. These same secondary sources record, too, that Barlee trained as a ballet dancer (IMDb) and made
her professional debut as a ballet dancer (Wikipedia). While Barlee undoubtedly received dance training during
her formative years there is no evidence that she trained specifically in ballet. In this respect the authors of these
mini-biographies may be unaware that the term ballet was also used during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries to refer to a member of the chorus in musical comedies, revues and revusicals. These roles often
involved singing and the portrayal of minor characters as well as dancing.

•

Barlee's career in musical comedy saw her perform alongside many leading Australian-based variety stars including Jack Cannot, Fed Bluett, Roy Rene, Ada Reeve, Edgely and Dawe, Joe Lawman, George Moon Snr,
Syd Hollister, and Hector St Clair.

•

Barlee moved to America in 1933, initially living in New York. She was given a film test which led to a contract
with the Fox Film Corporation and her first US film was Sleepers East (1934). While her lack of a glamorous
beauty resulted in her generally being cast in important but secondary roles, Barrie's film career spanned
almost twenty years. She also performed at various playhouses across the U.S. and made her Broadway debut
in 1937.

•

Her first husband was Charles Harold McLeay Rayson. The couple divorced in 1931. She married her second
husband, Canadian Paul Macklin Bolton, in 1938. They remained together until her death in Los Angeles,
California on 27 June 1964. Bolton and Barlee are buried together in the Knox United Church Cemetery in
Agincourt, Toronto.

•

"Sometimes described as a poor man's Kay Francis, brunette, hazel-eyed Mona Barrie possessed neither quite the
looks nor the personality required to become a major player in 1930's Hollywood. Nonetheless, the London-born
and Australian-educated former childhood ballerina (born Mona Barlee, daughter of veteran comedian Phil
Smith) enjoyed a fairly substantial career as a versatile 'second lead' for more than two decades" (I.S. Mowis.
"Mona Barrie." Internet Movie Database)

•

Barrie's contribution to the American motion picture industry saw her given a star on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame (6140 Hollywood Boulevard).

Film credits:
1934:
1935:
1936:
1937:
1938:
1939:
1940:
1941:
1942:
1943:
1944:
1946:
1947:
1948:
1952:
1953:

Sleepers East • Charlie Chan in London • I'll Fix It • One Night of Love • Carolina
Unwelcome Stranger • Mystery Woman • Storm Over the Andes • The Melody Lingers On • Ladies Love
Danger
King of Burlesque • Love on the Run • A Message to Garcia • Here Comes Trouble
I Met Him in Paris • Something to Sing About • Mountain Justice
Love, Honor and Behave • Say it in French • Men are Such Fools
The Rookie Cop
I Take This Woman • Lady with Red Hair • Who Killed Aunt Maggie? • Love, Honour, and Oh Baby
Never Give a Sucker an Even Break • Murder among Friends • Ellery Queen and the Murder Ring • When
Ladies Meet
Cairo • Today I Hang • Dawn on the Great Divide • Lady in a Jam • Syncopation • The Strange Case of
Doctor RX • A Tragedy at Midnight • Road to Happiness
One Dangerous Night
Storm over Lisbon
The Devil's Mask • Just Before Dawn • The Secret of the Whistler
Cass Timberlane • When a Girl's Beautiful
My Dog Rusty
The First Time • Strange Fascination
Plunder of the Sun
Sources: Internet Movie Database, Find a Grave, Wikipedia.

► See also: Phil Smith
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1926-1929

\
Mirror (Perth) 23 Oct. 1926, 8.

Three Ladies, A Comedian and a Chorus
On the right is Mona Barlee, whose natural uninduced [sic]
slimness is one of the graceful physical assets of [White
Cargo]
Table Talk (Melbourne) 19 Aug. 1926, 23.
News (Adelaide) 27 Sept. 1927, 11.

•

"Mona Barlee, who plays Jane has a fine soprano voice" ("Across the Footlights: Leave it to Jane." News 20
May 1926, 5).
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Age (Melbourne) 21 Feb. 1931, 20.

Brisbane Courier 25 Mar. 1931, 2.
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1932
Herbert Browne gave one of the best of the innumerable roles
he has filled in Australia, and if only it was not his ill-luck to
play opposite leading ladies of more than average stature, to
wit, Marie Burke, Gladys Moncrieff and to a less extent Miss
Hicklin, he would be really impressive. These two carry the
story along almost on their own, but in a minor role Mona
Barlee displayed a gift of humor that merits special mention
("Bitter Sweet: Theatre Royal." Table Talk (Melbourne) 31 Mar.
1932, 14).
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STAGE AND SCREEN: THE THEATRE ASCENDANT.

"You have no doubt heard that the theatre is dead," said Mr. Henry Wenman, of the Waltzes From Vienna company,
addressing members of the Argus Luncheon Club. "Not so; it is very much alive. It has passed through many
vicissitudes and mud: competition, and it is passing through the depression. In the siege of Paris in 1870, when a
grilled rat for dinner was a luxury, the theatres were packed. As long as we have ears and eyes mid can talk, we shall
need tho theatre and flesh-and-blood actors. ''I still regard the stage as the senior service," Mr. Wenman said, "but the
stage owes the screen one debt - the ruthless elimination of all weak and mediocre plays. I should like to pay my
tribute to the very high standard of Australian acting. You have in Miss Mona Barlee a potential international star.
Your choruses and ballets nip the best in the world, and, a most rare thing, they are all ladies and gentlemen" (Mercury
26 Jan. 1933, 10)
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